The industry's most versatile, durable and easy-to-use produce merchandisers.

amtekco

A Wasserstrom Company
Manufacturers of Quality Products for the Food Marketing Industry
Durable, Versatile

Our Slant-Tops can change as quickly as your customers' preferences.

Staying on top of what your customers want, and how they want it, is the key to profitable produce merchandising. And, with customers' preferences changing more often and more rapidly than ever, it's critical you have a merchandising system that can easily adapt to countless merchandising configurations. The extremely versatile Amtekco Euro-style Slant-Top Merchandisers give you that ability. What's more, we've combined this versatility with the most rugged, safe, and easy-to-operate design features in the industry.

Our basic Slant-Top Merchandiser features include:

- Beautiful solid red oak construction with a double coating of water-resistant clear lacquer sealant
- Extremely rugged, fully-welded steel frame and cross rails
- Tough rubber bumper guard protects against cart damage
- Four angle settings (0°, 10°, 20°, and 30°) for optimum versatility
- Uncompromising safety features including:
  - Highly safe and secure Risk-Management-Approved slant-top locking mechanisms
  - Secure position locking on pull-out front shelf
  - All 4 casters equipped with locking mechanisms
  - Extra heavy-duty construction can hold in excess of 1,500 lbs.
- Available in 36" and 48" widths
- Highly mobile unit makes resetting of department, cleaning and waxing of floors a breeze
- Industry's easiest, one-handed angle modification
- Over 30 options for the optimum in merchandising versatility
- All solid red oak components screwed together
- Arrives fully assembled
Merchandisers Move

Create the illusion of mass with our beautiful oak Orchard Bins.

Mass sells produce. That's a fact. And, no other merchandiser can create the illusion of mass better, or with more style, than our highly popular solid red oak Orchard Bins.

- High pressure laminate interior surface for easy cleaning
- Works great as a stand-alone, combined with other Orchard Bin merchandisers, or integrated with a permanent display
- Heavy-duty, maintenance-free construction
- Highly mobile unit makes resetting of department, cleaning and waxing of floors a breeze
- Optional 4 extra-rugged locking casters for added stability
- Arrives fully assembled
- Standard depths of 3" or 8". Other depths available upon request
- Beautiful solid red oak construction with a double coating of water-resistant clear lacquer sealant
- All solid red oak components screwed together

Amtekco's Slant-Top and Orchard Bin Merchandisers allow you the flexibility to reset your produce department layout as often as needed to keep your department looking fresh, appealing and inviting.
"L" shaped detachable oak side
Size: 2-3/4" x 5-1/2" x 48"
Code: A

Safety latch for adjustable angle frame
Code: J

Black metal scale holder (only)
Code: K

Oak slat bakery shelf
Size: 36"
Code: U1
Size: 48"
Code: U2

Oak slat overshef
Size: 36"
Code: V1
Size: 48"
Code: V2

2-tier side display
Code: AA

Heavy-duty locking casters (Option for Orchard only)

Crate stop
Code: B

Oak front divider with 2 support brackets
Size: 4-3/4" x 48"
Code: C1
Size: 4-3/4" x 36"
Code: C2

Sign frame with adjustable angle
Size: 7" x 11"
Code: D1
Size: 11" x 14"
Code: D2

Bag holder with tie cup
Code: L

Chalkboard
Fits 36" or 48" unit
Code: O (48"
P (36"

Roll out floor shelf
Code: X

Oak frame chalkboard
Size: 36" x 12"
Code: W1
Size: 48" x 12"
Code: W2

3-tier side display
Size: 48" x 21" x 40-1/2"
Code: AA

Insulated ice pan with drain
Size: 48" x 47"
Code: Q

Chalkboard insert for either sign frame
Size: 7" x 11"
Size: 11" x 14"
Code: D3

Interlocking plastic pan
Size: 24" x 24" x 6"
Code: S

Oak shelf
Size: 48" x 12"
Code: F1
Size: 36" x 12"
Code: F2
Size: 9" x 12"
Code: F3

Wood crate
Size: 12" x 16" x 5" high
Code: H

Step vegetable riser
Size: 47" x 50"
Code: T

Double radius shelf unit - black matte finish
Code: CC

Options not pictured:
- 12" diameter sampling tray with oak support shelf
  Code: E
- Adjustable legs
  Code: I
- Bracket to secure tables left to right
  Code: M
- Bracket to secure tables back to back
  Code: N
- Non-insulated pan
  Size: 47-1/2" x 48-3/4"
  Code: R
- No bumper on pull-out shelf
  Code: Y
- Acrylic bin
  Size: 12" x 16" x 4" high
  1/4" thick
  Code: G
Produce Faster!

Display a mountain of produce with our Hexagonal and 4-Sided Merchandisers.

The versatile Hexagonal Merchandiser can easily be split in half and used as two attractive end caps.

- All sides are fully finished, even when split in two (Hex unit only)
- Easily splits in two to function as highly attractive end caps or as a single-sided display
- Extremely rugged, fully-welded steel frame, cross rails and diagonal bolt pattern eliminate stress to red oak panels
- Sturdy steel legs and angle supports
- Full frame and legs are finished with a tough, rust-resistant, hardened enamel
- Beautiful solid red oak construction with a double coating of water-resistant clear lacquer sealant
- All solid red oak components screwed together
- Tough rubber bumper guard protects against cart damage
- Rugged locking casters for added stability
- Highly mobile unit makes resetting of department, cleaning and waxing of floors a breeze
- Numerous options for the optimum in merchandising versatility
- Arrives fully assembled

Our Regular and Oak End Caps are the perfect way to end a display.

- Durable oak veneer surface (Oak End Cap only)
- Extremely rugged, fully-welded steel frame, cross rails and diagonal bolt pattern eliminate stress to red oak panels
- Sturdy steel legs and angle supports
- Full frame and legs are finished with a tough, rust-resistant, hardened enamel
- Beautiful solid red oak construction with a double coating of water-resistant clear lacquer sealant
- All solid red oak components screwed together
- Tough rubber bumper guard protects against cart damage
- Rugged locking casters for added stability
- Highly mobile unit makes resetting of department, cleaning and waxing of floors a breeze
- Numerous options for the optimum in merchandising versatility
- Arrives fully assembled
Amtekco’s new, all-metal Slant-Top Merchandiser combines extreme durability, flexibility and affordability.

If you’re looking for a rugged, stylish, highly flexible and affordable merchandiser, then Amtekco’s all-metal Slant-Top is your solution. Crafted from high-quality tubular steel and stylishly finished with a durable, baked-on powder coating, these merchandisers are available in a variety of widths and with a multitude of options. Whatever your needs, these merchandisers will fit the bill without breaking your bank.

**Standard Features**

- Extremely rugged tubular steel construction
- Fully welded base frame and top
- Tough, baked-on, black powder coating
- Highly safe and secure Risk-Management-Approved slant-top locking mechanisms
- Solid steel retaining edge
- All four casters equipped with locking mechanisms
- Extra heavy-duty construction can hold in excess of 1,500 lbs.
- Four angle settings (0°, 15°, 30° and 45°) for optimum versatility
- Industry’s easiest, one-handed angle position changing
- Highly mobile unit makes resetting of department and cleaning and waxing of floors a breeze
- A multitude of options for the optimum in merchandiser versatility
- Arrives fully assembled
- Manufactured and assembled in the USA

**Available options:**

- 24" spanner top
- Perforated top
- Galvanized top
- Side rails
- Scale stand
- Bag holder
- Metal or oak frame chalkboards
- Insulated ice pan
- Step vegetable risers
- Interlocking plastic pans
- Bracket to secure racks left to right
- Bracket to secure racks front to back
- Oak trim on front
- Custom colors available (in quantities)

**TOP DIMENSIONS ONLY:**

Size options:
- MSTM-24 - 24" x 43"
- MSTM-36 - 36" x 43"
- MSTM-48 - 48" x 43"
- MSTM-60 - 60" x 43"
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